Abstract. A problem of sna[ysis and design of aerial production lines, cio~.d with respect to the number of carriers avsilable for parts transportation between operations, is formulated. An asymptotic solution is given for two machines-two buffers systems. A case study of s paint shop operation at an automobile assembly plant is described. It is shown that optimization of the system with respect to the number of carriers and the capacity of the feedback buffer may lead to a substantial improvement of system's perfornumce.
INTRODUCTION
Consider a manufacturing system defined by the following assumptions:
(i) The system consists of M machines ms, i = 1,..., M, arranged in the consecutive order, and M -1 buffers, Bi, separating each two machines, mi and rni+ 1 .
(ii) The machines have identical cycle time T. The time axis is slotted with the slot duration T. Each machine begins its operation at the beginning of the time slot.
(iii) Each buffer is characterized by its capacity, Ni, i -1,...M -1, where Ni is a positive integer.
(iv) Machine rai is starved during a time slot if buffer Bi-I is empty at the beginning of this time slot; machine rai is blocked during a time slot if at the beginning of this time slot buffer Bi is full and machine mi+l is either down or blocked. Machine rnl is never starved, machine mM is never blocked.
I Supported by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation under grant No. 880115. 2Supported by the NSF gra~at No. DDM-9105086. (v) Machine ml, being not blocked and not starved, produces a part during any time slot with probability qi = 1 -~kl and fails to do so with probability ~ki, i = 1 .... , M, where 0 < ~ << 1 and ki > 0 is independent of ~. The ki's are called the loss parameters.
Manufacturing systems defined by assumptions (i)-(v) are referred to as asymptotically reliable, open serial production lines. An asymptotic method for their analysis and design has been developed by Lim et al. (1989 Lim et al. ( , 1990 . In many practical situations, however, serial production lines are closed, i.e., have a feedback loop with respect to carriers on which the parts (jobs) are transported from one machine to another. This is, in particular, the case in assembly and painting operations in the automobile industry where car bodies and engine blocks are transferred between operations on carriers, and the number of carriers in the system is constant. To account for this situation, introduce the following assumption:
(vi) The jobs are transported within the system on carriers. Each job is placed on a carrier at the input of machine ml and is removed from the carrier at the output of machine m~. Empty carriers are returned to the empty carrier buffer, BM, and are supplied to the input of mt instantaneously, given that BM is not empty. The capacity of BM is ArM. The total number of carriers in the system is S, where M ~_ S ~_ ~-:~iM=I Ni. ite buffers (see, for instance, Gordon and Newell (1967a) , Posner and Bernholtz (1968) , Kobayashi (1976a,b) , Reiser and Lavenberg (1980) , Boxma et al. (1984) , McKenna and Mitra (1984) , Suri and Diehl (1986) ). For finite buffers, the joint steady state distribution of buffer occupancy has been calculated by Gordon and Newell (1976b) . In Akyildiz (1987a,b) , an approximate analysis has been carried out using a state space reduction technique. An application of the mean value analysis has been reported in Akyildiz (1988) . Papers of Onvural and Perros (1989a,b) present another approximation technique based on a curve fitting approach.
In spite of these achievements, analytic methods for performance evaluation of closed Markovian queueing systems are still missing. This paper is intended to contribute to this end.
Performance of closed lines can be characterized by their production rate, PRo, i.e., the average number of jobs produced in the steady state by the last machine, raM, and the workin-process, WIPe, i.e., the average number of jobs in the system at the steady state. The problem of analysis of these lines is formulated as follows:
Given kl, N1, ..., kM, NM, and S, find PRe(kl, NI, kM, NM, S) and WIPc (kI, N1, ...kM, NM, S) .
The problem of design is: Given kl, N1,.
•., kM-1, NM-1, kM find the smallest S and NM so that
i.e., find the condition under which the feedback does not impair the performance of the line (PRo and WIPo in (1.1) denote the production rate and the work-in-process of the open line, respectively). The purpose of this paper is to give a solution to these problems for M = 2. Specifically, it is shown below that the problem of analysis of closed lines can be reduced to that of open ones (Section 3). Thus, the methods of Lim et al. (1990) become applicable to closed serial production systems. For the purpose of design, it is shown how to choose S and N2 so that (1.1) is asymptotically satisfied (Section 4). Finally, the results obtained are applied to a case study of a paint shop operation at a modern automobile assembly plant, and it is shown that a substantial improvement can be achieved by the optimal choice of S and N2 (Section 5).
The problem at hand belongs to the area of closed Markovian queueing systems, which has been studied in many publications. Most of them, however, address non-blocking systems with infin-
PRELIMINARIES
Consider an open serial production line defined by (i)-(v) with M = 2 and the buffer capacity N. Let h(n), n = 0, 1 .... , be the occupancy of the buffer at the beginning of slot In, n + 1). Introduce
Let vj be the steady state value of v/(n), i.e., the probability that there are at least j parts in the buffer at the steady state. Define the following function This means that large S and N1 with small N2 will result in large WIP whereas large S and N2 with small NI will result in small WIP but the same production rate. This solution, however, is inferior to (4.2) since (4.3) results in the same performance but requires a larger number of carriers and feedback capacity. Lim el al. (1990) analyzed a paint shop operation at an automobile assembly plant as an open serial production line, although in reality the system is closed with respect to the carriers (skids) (see Fig.  4 of Lim et al. (1990) ). In Lim et al. (1989) , an improvement measure for the paint shop has been developed, again based on the open loop approach. In these publications, the closed loop effects have been taken into account by heuristic considerations. Below, we apply-the results of Sections 3 and 4 and develop an improvement measure based on the closed lines approach.
CASE STUDY
As it has been shown in Lim et al. (1990) , the paint shop description can be reduced to a closed serial production line shown in Fig. 2 Se --Nl+ 1= 27, the production rate is as shown in Table 3 . Thus, if the total number of skids in the system is S = S~ + 650 = 27 + 650 = 677 , the production rate is increased by 10.5%.
Combined with the improvement measures suggested in Lim et al. (1989) , where unbalanced times for operations in P.O. and F.O. have been assigned, the suggested above choice of S~ can bring the production rate estimate up to the planned value of 63 jobs/hour (17.2% improvement).
CONCLUSIONS
(i) Analysis of asymptotically reliable closed serial production lines with 2 machines and 2 buffers can be reduced to that of the corresponding open lines.
(ii) The effective buffer capacity under this reduction is defined by the number of carriers available in the system and the capacity of the buffers in both feedforward and feedback paths.
(iii) The optimal choice of the number of carriers in the system and the capacity of the feedback buffer can lead to a substantial improvement in the system's performance.
Thus, using Theorem 3.1, 
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The values of Lp.o. and LFO for five consecutive monthly periods are given in Table 1 . Using these values, production rate estimate (5.1) has been calculated and compared with the corresponding periods ( Closed Serial Production Lines (A.1)
In the steady state, we obtain if Nl > N2 ,
